
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA

SOUTH BEND DIVISION

IN RE: MEDICAL INFORMATICS )
ENGINEERING, INC., CUSTOMER ) CAUSE NO.  3:15-MD-2667
DATA SECURITY BREACH )
LITIGATION (MDL 2667) )
                                                       )
This Document Relates to All Cases )
                                                       )

MEMORANDUM RE: SEPTEMBER 26, 2018 STATUS CONFERENCE

Irwin Levin appeared in person and Lynn Toops appeared by phone for the

plaintiffs; Claudia McCarron appeared for the defendant, Medical Informatics

Engineering. At the court’s request, Douglas Swetnam appeared by phone on

behalf of the multi-state Attorney Generals investigating the data breach.  The

representative from the Department of Health and Human Services was invited as

well, but declined to attend. 

Mr. Swetnam advised the court that the individual state Attorney Generals

are in the process of editing their joint complaint and intend to file it in the

Northern District of Indiana as soon as final authorization has been obtained from

each office.  No estimate of when that might occur was available, but Mr. Swetnam

indicated that he would provide the Department of Health and Human Services

with notice of the filing, in an effort to encourage its participation in future

proceedings. He expects that case to proceed in tandem with this one.
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Ms. McCarron informed the court that she had been in contact with the

representative form the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Civil

Rights and had confirmed that it required no additional information from MIE and

hoped to conclude its investigation soon.  

The court found that the deadlines in the revised scheduling order

submitted by the parties [Doc. No. 150] were reasonable, and advised the parties

that it would enter an order amending the February 2, 2016 Case Management

Order to incorporate the new deadlines. 

By agreement of the parties, the next status conference was set for 

December 10, 2018 at 1:30 p.m. (E.S.T.).

SO ORDERED.

  ENTERED:     September 27, 2018   

         /s/ Robert L. Miller, Jr.             
Judge, United States District Court
Northern District of Indiana
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